
V lieves that he does not have a philosophy, a view
point, he is mistaken. His philosophy becomes by 
necessity one of “ego” and if enough individuals 
succumb they will tear apart the fabric of demo
cracy and permit a dictator to destroy individual 
freedom.

Perhaps this gives rise to the greates criticism 
of the Pine Hill action. They attacked the heart of 
democracy itself when they stormed its citadel, 
the representative assembly. Parliament is quite 
obviously an institution central to Canadian demo
cracy.
nothing to prevent other groups from attemp
ting their own revolutions. If their manifesto is 
correct, presumably these gentlemen would have 
dissolved the Canadian rather than the Dalhousie 
Parliament if they had the means to do so. In other 
words they would have destroyed those good 
things about Parliament as well as the bad things. 
A clear case of throwing the baby out with the bath 
water.

While we recognize that the present political 
situation both in Ottawa and at Dalhousie renders 
the action very understandable nonetheless we 
really cannot condone it. Certainly the Gazette 
feels that Model Parliament on this campus has 
lost its usefulness and should be replaced by some 
other form of political activity. For example a 
Model United Nations. However, this is not the 
way to go about abolishing Model Parliament or 
about reforming that body. These things can only 
be done through the political clubs.

Politics is not a nasty business; it is the life
blood of freedom. These gentlemen should have 
been willing to make the sacrifices demanded of 
politicians if they wish to influence public affairs. 
They should all join a political club, or the several 
political clubs and work within them for the 
acceptance of their ideas. In short, they should 
work within the system in order to reform it; they 
should commit themselves to a political party on 
the basis of their personal principles, and they 
should do this now. After all, there are aspects 
of democracy worth saving. Nonetheless we are 
glad that these students took part in this demon
stration. We are glad because it indicates that 
there are still some people willing to take action 
for what they believe. We trust that these students 
will realize however that the action they took was 
self-defeating and the only solution, unpleasant as 
it might seem from within the ivorv tower, is par
tisanship for a cause.

Let this demonstration serve as a warning to 
the present crop of politicians that they had better 
mend their ways before some groups on a nation
al level take the same type of action. It is always 
the politician who must provide the first line of 
defence for democracy. Let us hope that some 
Canadian political leaders will soon emerge, 
ready and willing to do this.
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REVOLUTIONARIES AT DAL IB

to take. That is, it is high time that politicians in 
this country began to believe in some goals in 
order that they might work for something a little 
more uplifting than patronage.

At this moment Parliament is a squalid mess. 
Last fall the Canadian people sat in agony watch
ing an insane debate about a piece of cloth. Cer
tainly it is important that Canada have a new flag, 
and we will salute that flag with enthusiasm when 
raised, but it is more important that this country 
begin to deal realistically with the social and ec
onomic problems which are part of our techno
logical society. Surely the government might have 
waited until the forces of senility were expelled 
from Parliament before it opened the rupturous 
debate. It would have been more to the point if 
the House of Commons had spent some energy on 
place for all citizens. The Canada Pension Plan 
is one example of this type of legislation: in
tegration of the armed forces is another.

But can the stench from Ottawa be simply ex
plained by our tradition of compromise rather 
than ideology. We think not. We think that there 
is something else basically wrong with the body 
politic of this nation when we witness the rash of 
resignations from the Liberal cabinet. When poli
ticians commonly resort to dealings which are 
not in any respect proper, one can be sure that 
the people in the country have a low opinion of

Elsewhere on this page is a statement by the 
Pine Hill Residents on the reasons for their at
tempted coup d’etat during the annual Dalhousie 
Model Parliament. We are heartened by the quite 
obvious feelings of conscience which provoked 
this somewhat unusual demonstration. We are 
encouraged by the statement which reflects ac
curately, so we believe, the feelings of thousands 
of Canadians about the Parliament of Canada. We 
are delighted by the open attack on Model Parlia 
ment because we have witnessed it degenerate into 
a badly acted farce over the years.

It is not usual for Canadians to be morally in
dignant about the state of their country or their 
politics. We are a pragmatic people who tend to 
treat all issues as necessitating some form of 
compromise. Our regionalism and biculturalism 
have taught us the futility of attempting to impose 
a particular dogma on the whole nation. The un
fortunate thing is that our principles become lost, 
or never develop, from this compromising method. 
We are a people without the Word, and in our quest 
for the Flesh, we are akin to Stephen Leacock’s 
famous horseman who “jumped on his horse and 
rod off in all directions.”

In other words, we don’t know where the hell 
we are going or what we will do if we get there. 
We need some constant signals to establish our 
direction; signals which will point the right road
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politics. One can be sure that many decent men 
have at this time committed the sin of non-par- 
tisianship.

When politics is considered to be a petty oc
cupation then democracy cannot long survive that 
thought. All the good-intentioned non-partisians 
in the world cannot save the democratic structure. 
For democracy depends on a dialectic between two 
opposing ideologies. The possibility of a different

group taking over the reins of government only 
remains a reality to the electorate if the groups 
have some substantial argument. This is the es
sence of democracy and this is why citizens must 
plunge themselves into the hurly-burly of the pol
itical arena. It may seem paradoxical but it is 
true nonetheless that only those who are fiercely 
partisan for a particular viewpoint can ever be 

non-partisan for the good of the whole. If one be-

Free - Thinker Sees QuebecLetters to the Ed.Declarations
of

Dear Sir:- would have been handed over to
In reply to your editorial en- the Yankees long ago. 

titled "King’s and Peasants” it Your snide comments that 
might be noted that this ancient King,s is -anti-intellectual” and 
(and hence, a priori, backward) a -Boys Prep School” shows
institution, beat the Gazette to a complete lack of knowledge of 
the gun on this occasion at least. the fa^ts since in the last four 
Before the issue appeared a new 
student’s union constitution for 
King’s passed the committe 
stage. It wipes out the anachron
isms surrounding the offices of 
Senior Student and Senior Co-ed 
and amalgamates the Male and 
Female Student Bodies.

The officers of the Student 
Union will be elected by secret 
ballot. A Student Assembly and a 
Student’s Council will share all 
powers concerning the business 
of the union. Discipline will be in 
the hands of Residence Councils 
expressly 
purpose.

These changes have been made 
necessary because of the contem
porary readjustment of the struc
ture of the university. While the 
university was a real - commun- 
itas” a true collegium or ‘bound 
together” group, it was possible 
for the leader of the students to 
also be an appointee of the admin
istration, without necessitating 
conflict within the office itself.

reasons. The Catholic clergy c ,
became the natural intellectual , S°me explanation might be

This article presents an inter- }eaders of French Canada after trination1 Fearn‘fpvpri9°1t• indoc~ 
esting look at the Catholic church its ties with France were severed, h *„ rendererimm^
in C^ebec. It was written in tb* by
ï£lU uilTS? Sïï. * ta » “! thlretoe, geZuy rec ‘f «toUc what fear of

years King's has had two Rhodes undoubtedly ^ bit out Sof date ognized that although French Can- T^Churc^tas 
Scholars, precisely the same nonethele provides very val-a<* owes its avivai as an in- J™ ^s asZt in Oneher rvn 
number as Dalhousie with a much uable infori^ation on the role of tegrated ethnical group to the ?cTsm fostered bv ?n^?Hn^
larger student population. th Church in that province Catholic clergy, it paid a price ]rxzt th ,fostered by listing

If we were to join Dal we would t^ZnToî the the level of which has not yet ° °° ^
become lost in that apathetic Msh and priests has been been completely realized or as- Nevertheless I lean toward, 
mess you have up the hill. Don’t emded since the Liberals started sessed. the behef tilt’ theie a
forge who wins-whenever some the iet revolution ini960.How- Yet, for all its religious ed- ïndamental reason for the I
Dal students get up enough nerve ever jt is important that English- nation, French Canada in prac- So™Observed
to come down to King’s ona raid. Canadians understand something does not offer evidence of catholt education is mpniioned 
We haven t lost one for years so f th reliKious roots of French- more than superficial compliance education is mentioned,
they .ell me, in fact we've never After all, Ms L probably with the dictates of the Church, ™ ^ ~phy
lost one. the oniv revolution in the world French Canadians appear in- ° ù inoJ?dS Acluinas. TheAlso when we find out who P H ^icÏÏL 11“Catholic Church»™* to follow particularly the official tnd‘ A"
is we will make sure that nothing rlaim to have some control more external and ritualistic as- q^inas ,as offlclal and as bad as that is ever written ^"claim to tove SOITK COntro1 pects of religion, perhaps at the cha?feable philosophy, 
again by him. No matter who he * ± * * PYnpnc0 . Wlth an insistence on Aquinas
&n^rlrb^e^; ™E-T™ L00KS W

l^tfon RFor For the^aw" reprinted from The McGill The French Canadians confess
latmn For God, For the Law, Daüy regularly and attend mass

o One of the most remarkable Sundays, but apart from this and 
, .. features of Quebec from the so-a somewhat oblique compliance

retraction. ciological point of view is its with the canons of sexual re-
A Committee of Kingmen for extraordinary imperviousness to straint, they show little evidence

ideas of change in the social °f being a God-abiding people.
Among the educated and and

Today however, following the — This is true of North America leisurely classes, it is fash-
pattern of non-academic life, the _ as a whole and particularly oi ionable to pay lip service to Emohasis on official doctrine,
university has tended to break up Dear Sir: Canada, but above all of Quebec. re igion while conducting one’s therefore, is sufficient to drive
into conflicting interest groups. ,K,ud°s on y°ur ^tmle on the The cause may be found in the more private affairs according out foreign ideologies by the 
The students, faculty and admin- conservative outlook usually as- to other standards. simple process of monopolizing
istration now constitute parts, in thmg that has disturbed m~ bout sociated with populations of peas- It was pointed out to me that all available time. Needless to 
dynamic tension, of no clearly a democracy is the large number ant origin, the isolation and gen- the students were subjected to sav this applies with even greater 
unified whole. It is obvious then 0 Pe°Ple w^° vote W1 0Ut kn0N',“ eral ignorance of external devel- other influences than that of the force to the more extreme forms 
that the true leader of the stu- .fndldart®S1°r.^ oP^ents in which the bulk of the Church in their family, social of socialism, and to Marxism,
dents cannot also be an officer Thlb *s especi 1.ly,tr“e French Canadian population re- links and intellectual pursuits which is held to be opposed to
of the administration. mained foru,m')re, than a century a"d above all, found it necessary and absolutely inconsistent with

As to the charges of anti-intel- tend to treat Council elections after the English conquest, and to adjust their set of values when Catholicism.
lectualism, not only does the as aJoke; ff . „_n_rat the influence of the Church. they found themselves in direct As long as the Catholic Church
criticism of the offices of Senior °J}; f '3P?L,r The Church s influence is competition with people not so maintains its influence and its
Student and Senior Co-ed merely f t strong in Quebec for several governed. control of educations in the Prov-
because of ther names smack of ali tne. candidates and get

their opinions on two specific 
issues. Certainly the article lias 
helped me make up my mind 
about the Science candidates run-

Pine Hill 
Residents

Editor's note. ince of Quebec, there need be 
no fear as to its social ortho
doxy — at least while the present 
favorable economic conditions 
subsist. Furthermore, as a mi
nority group anxious to preserve 
its separate language and social 
system. French Canada will 
necessarily oppose all forms of 
federal government centrali
zation without which no form of 
socialism could establish itself in 
the country.

How long French Canada’s 
social conservatism will survive 
a weakening of religious authority 
is, of course, problematic. There 
is every reason to believe that 
the sudden disappearance of Cath
olic ideology would leave room for 
a host of others since care has 
been taken not to teach them 
Hence the French Canadians 
would be unguarded against them.

The key to Quebec’s future 
lies in the system of education 
it will adopt and the extent to 
which it will succeed in divorcing 
it from Church control. Influen
tial Church personalities have 
maintained that the Church is not 
anxious to retain responsibility 
for education that far exceeds 
its own requirements to train 
young people for the priesthood, 
but even if this were the official 
view of the Chvch, one might 
doubt of its sincerity.

While the education system in 
Quebec is in many respects satis
factory, a number of reforms 
are necessary. The present Que
bec government has never quite 
gone this far though ardent pur
suit of its own policies has some
times produced the same results. 
This stems from the familiar 
assertion that it is better to 
love God than to know Him

over-Hear ye! Hear ye! The age assembled Commons, shocked in- 
of the glorious revolution has to silence by the strong action 
begun. No longer will the people of the divines, 
be trodden under by the terri
fying dictators of Model Parlia- at the conduct of the Canadian 
ment. No longer will Harry government, and though it does 
Thompson win elections, or Kirk not condemn Mr. Pearson and 
MacCulloch make his cutting, in- Mr* Diefenbaker to perdition, it 
cisive speeches, or Barry De- does slap both gentlemen on the 
Ville lead his party brilliantly hand once or twice, 
from the back seat of a car.
The government is overturned *s we^ worth reading. As the

editorial states, it is indicative 
of a feeling about our Parlia- 

At least that’s how the script mentary institutions which is be- 
originally read. Those intrepid cominS more and more prevalent 
theologs from Pine Hill, trekked amongst Canadians especially a- 
the many miles over to Dal with mongst young Canadians. We urge 
overthrow in mind and Bible in w^° *n fhe least disturbed 
hand to dissolve our Model Par- a^ou^ the future of this country 
liament. They didn’t quite make to ‘ read, mark, learn and inward- 
it, but they did manage to get digestto quote some source 
the following speech read to the or other.

Now hear this; now hear this; Now hear this, and hear it well.
We want to make it clear at the outset that the disruption taking 

place in this parliament has been, and is intended to be non-violent 
and peaceful. We want no immature or thoughtless displays of emo
tion, and we hope that the parliament and the public will respect our 
intentions.

This is a non-partisan coup-d’etat executed by deeply con
cerned citizens of this nation, to declare our dissatisfaction, regret, 
indeed our sorrow over the ugly political posture of the nation, and 
hereby make the following declaration.

WE DECLARE that as we lift our eyes toward the national pol
itical scene we are disgusted with what we see. We have seen our 
national government and our opposition waste an inexcusable amount 
of tim*> and an enormous amount of money over issues which came to 
be trivial in comparison to the needs of this country and in relation 
to the needs .of the world.

WE HAVE SEEN a grave absence of political philosophy which . 
be executed practically and can inspire respect from the Canadian 
people. We have seen the government trying to solve a sincere prob
lem with what became an artificial issue. We have heard the opposi
tion argue falsely against this artificial issue until the real problem 
was obscured under a mass of partisan politics.

The speech expresses disgust

Wherever

We think that the manifesto

and Parliament dissolved.
un

chosen for this

the school curricula for mention 
of other idealogies once the es
sentials of technical education are 
covered. For instance, there are 
many Liberals in Quebec politics, 
but remarkable few who know 
anything of the writings of Hobbes. 
Bentham, Locke, Berkely and 
Hume.

on

King’s
organization.

f

can
an anti-intellectualism which 
judges the appearance rather than 
the essence of things, but it re
veals an inability to examine its 
own beams in its own eye. For 
example, one can hardly imagine 
a more ridiculous institution than 
the Student Forum provided for 
in the new Dalhousie constitution 
wtv ch m ist pass on all proposed 
changes in that constitution.

.gain ia ing watched the petty, 
mercei.ai v Dalhousie Student 
Council in action vis a vis Mr.
Guite, I can feel a certain pride 
in the greater gentility of King’s 
life. At this meeting Mr. Guite 
treated the Council with the dis
dain it deserved. Led by Mr. Bun- 
tain, the Council took this oppor
tunity to show that it had means 
of gaining personal satisfaction 
for an criticisms published 
about it in the newspaper. The 
Council believes that culture is Dear Sir:

CHRISTIANITY AND CHRISTIANSm—i#l
ning for Council.

Incidentally I should like to 
mention that I feel it is dis-

to the discord evidenced in racial no doubt, prove a strong incentive 
unrest and political coruption, to non-Christians everywhere, 
then the centres of highest learn- Christianity “is the victory of 
ing would be the centres of good over evil. . .andChristians 
highest morality. This is not the need not be ashamed of the 
case.” In addition, Mr. Fife, truths they know.” No indeed. 
Missionary Director for IVCF They can flaunt them at the 
felt that -‘government is not the entire non-Christian world, if 
solution. What we really need they want to. 
is to return to the Bible.” This Christianity can then be re- 
supposedly will solve all prob- garded as a mission in just 
lems. such a way as Americanism

Godless students who have is the mission of Americans, 
struggled in the cause of civil We must accept the Christian
rights in the South would___
the light and return to the flock. tian way on the “enemy” in the 
Science as a body of knowledge Congo. We must abolish learning, 
would be abandoned. We would After a11» “He rose from the 
give up all material comforts tomb and thus secured the vic- 
because as Mr. Fife says, “Mon- tory of good over evil, of life 
ey is no protection against sick- over death.” Please note that 
ness or death.” We would be death is evil. This 
struck down by a great thunder- to he somewhat obscure to the 
bolts from the sky. (Presumably "on-Christians who have spent 
the bolt might be struck by their entire living doing the 
Christians here on earth). wrong things and not realizing

The message from the IVCF And others may have dif- 
continued that the tension n - Acuity in determining that “tur
tle cted in man’s inability to dis- moiI in his own mind” which 
tinguish right from wrong is a he has because he is not a 
result of man’s “lack of com- Christian.

By RICHARD LITZ Misses Hawgood and Drew at
tribute these sentiments to the 

One can hardly expect to pick wide scale rejection of God bygraceful that only one Presi
dential team came forward by up a modern newspaper and find man and consequently, the in
nomination day. This shows a 
lack of interest on the part of 
the students which is appalling.
Perhaps some
should be made in order that the by Miss Drew and Miss Hawgood article is that all the injustices 
old Council could ensure that in their report of the IVCF of the world arise from the 
there were two candidates.

Once again, congratulations on 
the way that you have handled 
the election to date.

WE INTERPRET this ugly exhibition as a general disrespect 
for the Canadian people and an unmitigated example of government 
irresponsibility in view of the burden laid upon their shoulders.

THE RESULTS of this deplorable condition can be observed in 
the disunity of the Canadian people, the apparent breaking up of a 
major political party, in the severe loss of integrity and responsible 
character of our political leaders, in the loss of confidence of the 
Canadian people. We look ugly to ourselves; we must look contemp
tible in the eyes of other nations.

headlines which openly condone ability of man to distinguish 
racial bigotry and religious in- between right and wrong. I as- 
tolerance. However, I should like sume that the logical conslusion 

arrangements to refer to the questions raised to be drawn from the entire

#
lack of Christian love.

What then is the Christian 
This article is a reply to one love? Since the Congolese have 

written a few weeks ago on the been dismissed as evil by the 
Inter Varsity Christian Fellow- IVCF, ie., they cannot grasp 
ship conference held during the the true meaning of Christian 
Christmas holidays at the Uni- love> fellowship, etc., I too will 
versity of Illinois. The author dismiss them temporarily, and 
attempts to prove that the basic define Christian love in ref- 
premise that Christian love is erence to this great Christian 
the answer to the world’s prob- continent of ours, 
lems is quite obviously wrong 
if one will just look at the love which exists between all 
behavior of the Christians them- Christians of every colour. They

do not resort to acts of violence 
The Gazette feels that it is aeainst men of different color

or race. They love everyone.

Editor’s note.
WE DECLARE THAT this parliament is a model of parliament 

indeed. Just as the national parliament has, .... . . concerned itself with
ti tiling party politics so this parliament reflects the same lack of 
sincere political interests on campuses generally and at Dalhousie in 
particular.

way. we must force the Chris-Yours truly, 
Ian. S. MacKenzie

see
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WE

nect“he natl,oanaHemSr.‘he We“"beinK * h6r Pe0ple <* a -

Wh" REC(yGNIZE as well the sincere concern and sacrificial 
contribution of many of the individual members gathered here and
SlreZme,nevCeSS“y0,thl'Sdrastlcatiion- W= hope that these !’

. ben, will look upon our action not as a denial of their efforts but 
positive step in assisting to recognize the local 
national incompetence.

; net ™ALLY ,we declare that universities are not, as this one is 
not, determinative in Canadian politics. Even though this Center nf 
learning can be and ought to be, a lively contributive element in our
a“T; ex” 3 d°Cile beaS‘ hardly"1,,ln“° ad™“ « I-

/
fine when talked about across a 
dinner table with the executive of 
the Board of Governors, but balks Parliament a group of hooligans 
when culture requires money or attempted to break up the debates.

Fortunately they were prevented 
from doing so by the quick think
ing of Mr. McCleave who 
the Speaker of the House.

I is shocking that people of 
our age do not have the sense 
to see how precious democracy 
is, and how important it is to 
maintain it.

If the deas of the hoodlums

Christian love is that perfect may appearLast week during the Model

selves.freedom for the artist.
mem - 

as a 
apathy and the

unfortunate that recent years 
have seen the downgrading of I here is no housing problem for 
the religious argument on the students in Halifax. There are 
campus. Not that we are in- nu lynchings in the Southern 
terested in proselytizing a point States. Civil rights workers are 
of view — far from it. We do feel, n0* hilled in America, especial- 
however that an intelligent dis - ^ not by Christians. Christian 
cussion of metaphysical ques- policemen don't unleash their 
tions is extremely important to dogs at men attempting to reg

ister to vote. Above all, Chris
tian ministers do not uphold the 

convention. They ask “Why have aims of those people who do 
riots in the Congo risen to such try to do these horrible things, 
violence that doctors, mission- As Christians, they can distin- 
aries and nationals have been guish good from evil.

The Misses Drew and Hawgood 
What causes a man to hate be- further echo Dr. Billy Graham: 
cause of the color of another’s"if education were the nnsv -r 
skin?”

Wayne Hankey 
IV, Honours Philosophy was

I think that the iVcF missedmunication with God.” Therefore
it is the Christian who can dis- the Point. They claim that 
cern the good from the evil, troubles are due to the turmoil 
To quote from the article, “The ini ever>' non-Christian. But the 
Christian God is the only true G hristians aren’t making a very 
Love. . . and all other concepts S°ou show of easing the confusion 

god are lacking in this in the world. Perhaps the con- 
respect.” fusion lies not with the non-Chris-

Only the Christian can choose tians bin with the Christians, 
the right way and therefore the And maybv we would be better 
non-Christian can choose only off without their “truths.” After 
the wrong way and are doomed all> what would 
to eternal perdition. This should, under the Christians? It would

probably be i Bible School.

Dear Sir:- our
Who do you think you are any

way. That editorial on “King’s become prominent then we will 
and Peasants” was disgraceful, degenerate to the level of aba- any community of learning. 
You make fun of the long tradi- nana repuolic with a revolution 
tion which King’s enjoys without every third month. I sincerely 
considering for a moment that hope that thesv individuals 
it is tradition which is the back- sorry for what they did. 
bone of this country. If it hadn’t 
been for the British Army and 
her fine traditions this country

WE DECLARE that to continue this parliament would be to con
done the infamous political situation nationally and here at Dalhousie 
and that our action here is a voice raised in protest against it. We 
are all responsible for the future and this is a step to make that 
responsibility known.

of
are

murdered in mass slaughters?Yours truly, 
Sid Davies Dalhousie be

;
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